The focal adhesion and nuclear targeting capacity of the LIM-containing lipoma-preferred partner (LPP) protein.
Targeting of proteins to a particular cellular compartment is a critical determinant for proper functioning. LPP (LIM-containing lipoma-preferred partner) is a LIM domain protein that is localized at sites of cell adhesion and transiently in the nucleus. In various benign and malignant tumors, LPP is present in a mutant form, which permanently localizes the LIM domains in the nucleus. Here, we have investigated which regions in LPP target the protein to its subcellular locations. We found that the LIM domains are the main focal adhesion targeting elements and that the proline-rich region of LPP, which harbors binding sites for alpha-actinin and vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP), has a weak targeting capacity. All of the LIM domains of LPP cooperate in order to provide robust targeting to focal adhesions, and the linker between LIM domains 1 and 2 plays a pivotal role in this targeting. When overexpressed in the cytoplasm of cells, the LIM domains of LPP can deplete endogenous LPP and vinculin from focal adhesions. The proline-rich region of LPP contains targeting sites for focal adhesions and stress fibers that are distinct from the alpha-actinin and VASP binding sites, and the LPP LIM domains are dispensable for targeting LPP to the nucleus. Our studies have defined novel functional domains in the LPP protein.